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May was a heavy month with a 
number of events taking place; 
the launch of the new faculty of 
health sciences and the Freedom 
day Celebrations amongst oth-
ers. Somehow  for the first time 
in a while I decided to reflect on 
Freedom day and wondered in fact 
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what is this day about as it seems 
to have been lost somewhere, so I 
googled it and found that ; the day  
commemorates the day in 1994 
when the first democratic election 
was held in South Africa. Today, 
South Africa celebrates Freedom 
Day to mark the liberation of our 
country and its people from a 
long period of colonialism and 
White minority domination (apart-
heid) The question I then ask; do 
our children and university schol-
ars appreciate and understand 
this day. Do we also as a country 
still understand the significants of 
this day? This day should be our 
4 July but I don’t get that sense. 
In my opinion freedom day should 
mean emancipation from poverty, 
unemployment, racism, sexism 
and other forms of discrimination. 
We are 20 years into our new de-

mocracy and many of these issues 
are still rife in our country. We are 
still a long way away from solving 
many of the legacies of Apartheid 
and now face new challenges, 
like the growing inequality among 
South Africans and political and 
economic instability in the region 
caused by a new elite who are in-
terested in pursuing their own in-
terests.

Freedom Day therefore serves as a 
reminder to us that the guarantee 
of our freedom requires us to re-
main permanently vigilant against 
corruption and the erosion of the 
values of the Freedom Struggle 
and to build an active citizenry 
that will work towards wiping out 
the legacy of racism, inequality 
and the promotion of the rights 
embodied in our constitution

EDITOR’S NOTE
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THE LAUNCH OF THE FACULTY 
OF HEALTH SCIENCES

On the 22nd of April 2016, as part of its 
centenary celebrations the University of 
Fort Hare officially launched its Faculty of 
Health Science which will be the universi-
ty’s sixth faculty.  The faculty will consist of 
five departments namely, nursing science, 
rehabilitative studies, natural science, hu-
man movement and public health.
One of the main reasons the faculty of 
Health Science was such a great necessi-
ty in the University was to meet the goals 
of higher education transformation and 
to cultivate the knowledge for economic 
and social development through health 
and social welfare as well as to respond to 
training high quality professionals. In her 
introductory speech, the newly appointed 
Dean of faculty Professor E Seekoe who 
has been with the university for six years 

made an interesting point in which she ex-
panded on how the University can trans-
form and contribute to national health 
policy by launching this faculty.
The faculty started in 1983 with its oldest 
department, the nursing science depart-
ment with only four students. Then in the 
new millennium the department of Human 
Movement Studies was formed under the 
Faculty of Social Sciences and Humanities. 
Since their inception, these departments 
have evolved, with nursing science becom-
ing a school and now forming part of the 
new faculty. Prof Seekoe then added the 
fact that the birth of this faculty adds val-
ue and a glimmer of hope to the Eastern 
Cape health department as the research 
and placement of professionals would pri-
oritise rural area health.
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The vice-chancellor of the University of 
Fort Hare, Dr Mvuyo Tom also attend-
ed this prestigious event and mentioned 
very important points for the rest of the 
community to consider. Dr Tom said that 
the new faculty would be a gateway for 
the university to be involved in community 
building, producing researchers and pro-
fessionals that will expand patient safety, 
create networks and partnerships to sup-
port health development and address the 
diseases that cause mortality and morbid-
ity.
Also in attendance was the Honourable 
Premier of the Eastern Cape Phumulo Ma-
saule who also reiterated the importance 
of the faculty as a tool in boosting human 
resource development and the overall eco-
nomic achievement of the province, and the 

possible increase in quality professional 
health care. Amongst the specially invited 
guests who came to convey their support 
were various representatives from South 
Africa’s university’s which include, North 
West University, University of the Western 
Cape, and Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
University to name a few. Amongst the 
honourable guests was the deputy Vice 
Chancellor academic Professor L. Obi, Dr 
T. Mbengashe who is the Superintendent 
General of the provincial department of 
health. The faculty also launched its first 
journal, the December 2015 Edition titled 
“African Journal for Physical, Health Edu-
cation, Recreation and Dance” which will 
be made available digitally and in aca-
demic libraries throughout the country.
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The Provincial government in collaboration with 
the University of Fort Hare hosted Freedom Day 
Celebrations at the Sports Complex in Alice on 
27 April 2016.Freedom Day is a highly significant 
day in the history of South Africa, as 22 years 
ago the country gave birth to its democracy. Pre-
mier of the Eastern Cape, Hon. Phumulo Masual-
le gave the keynote address to the hundreds of 
people that gathered at the hall to commemo-
rate this day.“The road to democracy was indeed 
a long one, and most of the people that fought 
for freedom did not see the 1994 democratic 
elections,” expressed the Premier. 

He emphasized the importance of reflecting on 
the significant progress that the country has 
made thus far, as well as working together in 
moving South Africa and the province forward 
because there is more to be done.Masualle ap-
plauded the University of Fort Hare for hosting 
the Freedom Day celebrations in its Centena-
ry year and extended gratitude to the pivotal 
role the institution played in society and Africa 
at large. The Programme Directors; MEC Mlibo 
Qoboshiyane and Pemmy Majodina ensured the 

crowd was kept entertained by singing revolu-
tionary songs throughout the programme which 
where a profound reminder of where the country 
comes from with its democracy.The Vice Chancel-
lor Dr Mvuyo Tom remarked that 1994 brought 
humanization to dehumanized people. 
“Freedom has enabled institutions of Higher 
Learning to function properly, had we not re-
ceived freedom, the University of Fort Hare 
would not have achieved all its achieved in the 
past 22years.” He continued to congratulate 
Fort Hare in its achievement in the South Afri-
can Institute of Charted Accountant (SAICA) this 
year for coming top amongst all other universi-
ties. The day was preceded by a 22 km marathon 
which commenced from Middledrift to Alice. The 
top runner – ups received their price money and 
were awarded by the Premier.
The event was filled with so much entertainment 
which created a lively mood. The University choir, 
praise poets, dancers, scholars and musicians 
were all there to celebrate and entertain staff, 
students, community of Nkonkobe and the East-
ern Cape Province at large at this prestigious 
day. BY: ATHI ZEMBE

FREEDOM DAY 
CELEBRATIONS IN ALICE.
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BY: QHAMA NOVEVE

INAUGURAL LECTURE: 
PROFESSOR AKPAN- AFRICA AMBUSHED

April 12th marked what would be the first of many 
inaugural lectures at the University of Fort Hare; 
the first being given by Deputy Dean of Research 
and Internationalisation, Professor Wilson Ak-
pan. Held at the Miriam Makheba Centre, the 
venue was almost full to capacity with students, 
lectures, and visitors from other institutes; and a 
number of respected guests were also present, 
including our Vice Chancellor, Dr Mvuyo Tom; 
the Dean of the Humanities and Social Sciences 
Faculty, Professor Baba Primrose Tshotsho; the 
Deputy Vice Chancellor of Academic Affairs, Pro-
fessor Larry Obi, just to mention a few.

While giving some of the biographical facts of the 
quintessential professor, Prof Obi declared that 
“Akpan, being appointed as the first to give an 
inaugural lecture in the year of Fort Hare’s Cen-
tenary, is indeed historic and symbolic”- symbol-
ic of a united and cooperative Africa.

The lecture, titled ‘Africa Ambushed: Sociologi-
cal Images of Capitalist Benevolence and Brig-
andage’ reflected on a number of issues Africa is 
facing due to capitalist society- or more specifi-
cally- greed. In conclusion, Prof Akpan suggests: 
“To begin to reverse the trend [of an entrapped 
Africa], beware of corporate benevolence! 
Across Africa, many criti

cal sectors of the economy need re-regulating. 
Even so, the aim should not only be to close the 
loopholes in existing regulatory mechanisms but 
to step up regulatory enforcement. Importantly, 
a new grammar and practice of commerce de-
mands a new grammar and practice of politics 
– the politics of inclusion, emancipation, empow-
erment, self-assurance and eternal vigilance. Fi-
nally – and this cannot be overemphasised - a 
strengthened civil society is one of the best bul-
warks against capitalist brigandage”.

BY: Tamara TuTu
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The Albertina Sisulu Executive Leadership Pro-
gramme in Health (ASELPH) is an initiative that 
is a collaboration amongst three institutions of 
higher education which include the University of 
Fort Hare, the University of Pretoria and the T.H. 
Chan Harvard School of Public Health, as well as 
the Department of Health.  

The goal and function of ASELPH is to promote 
the steady increase in health service delivery 
and work towards contributing to the minister’s 
goals and objectives; and to provide leadership 
and scholarly contributions to health policy im-
plementation in South Africa.
After its launch four years ago, this programme 
has managed to achieve numerous goals of 
which the biggest ones were in the development 
of competency in university staff and the devel-
opment of programmes aimed at training pro-
fessionals- 95% of which were from the public 
sector. On the 11th of April, ALSEPH held a con-
ference at the International Convention Centre 
in East London to discuss the future direction of 
the programme. The leadership conference was 
mainly focused on how South Africa can imple-
ment National Health Insurance and the finan-
cial feasibility thereof.

In attendance were one of the biggest role play-
ers in the development of the health science dis-
ciplines in the University, Prof E Seekoe who is 
currently the Dean of the Faculty of Health Sci-
ences; Prof Hsiao the Research leader of ASELPH 
from Harvard University in the United States, and 
former economic advisor to three United States 
of America Presidents; Dr P. Maduna who was 
representing the health department on a provin-
cial level and is the Director General; as well as 
Prof N. Jinabhai who was representing the Uni-
versity of Fort Hare. 

Mark Blecher and Cecil Morden from the Nation-
al Treasury presented the initial plans on how 
the state could finance NHI, specifications on 
further research that needed to be done, and the 
possibility of NHI being a great financial strain on 
the tax payer as South Africa has a much higher 
disease burden.

Dr Zokufa who is the CEO of the Board of Health 
Care funders also presented an interesting sem-
inar in which he critiqued the National Treasury 
on focusing too much on the issues in the pub-
lic sector and ignoring the health private sector 
which comprises of 8.8 million South African us-
ing the services. He also made a strong point on 
how the private sector may hinder the implemen-
tation of the NHI; however it could be done with 
a strong and sustainable financial backing from 
the government which has proven to be the chal-
lenge thus far.

BY: QHAMA NOVEVE

ASELPH & NATIONAL HEALTH INSURANCE
CONFERENCE HOSTED BY 

THE UNIVERSITY OF FORT HARE
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On his visit to the University of Fort Hare, on 
the 7th of April 2016, His Excellency EU am-
bassador Marcus Cornaro delivered a lecture 
on “global challenges, global partnerships, 
South Africa and EU at work”. The various 
global challenges necessitate a new glob-
al order that will facilitate the alleviation of 
these challenges and as such, the need for 
global partnerships is constantly increasing. 
As an attempt to tackle the main challeng-
es in common, that is the need for econom-
ic growth and job creation, EU and SA have 
built a relationship that has been mutually 
beneficial.

As part of the benefits of this partnership, 
77 percent of the Foreign Direct Investments 
(FDIs) in South Africa for 2014 originated from 
EU and in 2015, South African exports, main-
ly agricultural products, to the EU increased 
fuelled by the weakened rand. The increase 
in exports supposedly increased employ-
ment in certain industries. The EU also has 
projects that are in support of Higher Edu-

cation Institutions and the youth in general. 
These include the Erasmus student exchange 
programme which fosters academic exchang-
es for the purpose of studying, teaching, 
training and research and also the Diamond 
Academy in Kimberly which equips young en-
trepreneurs with relevant skills.
“Like South Africa, EU still has challenges 
such as the need to find a sustainable solu-
tion for the influx of immigrants or the eco-
nomic refugee crisis that will also curb relat-
ed problems, for instance the xenophobic 
attacks” the ambassador says. 

This goes to show that there is still a lot that 
needs to be achieved through the EU and SA 
partnership as the two still have imminent 
mutual challenges. Evidently, over the years, 
there has been a paradigm shift from the do-
nor-recipient relationship that was the norm 
between European and African countries, to 
partnership relations that are essential and 
equally favourable for all parties involved.

LECTURE BY EU AMBASSADOR 

 

BY: PATIENCE NKALA
LECTURE BY EU AMBASSADOR
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The University of Fort Hare, as one of the oldest 
and traditional universities in the country, truly 
values and appreciates cultural diversity asocial 
integration. On the 30th of April 2016, UFH host-
ed its annual event of welcoming, orientating, 
and appreciating the presence of international 
students at our University. The event was mainly 
hosted by the International Students Division of 
the University, and despite the cold weather and 
the rain, students came out in numbers to show 
their support and interest in this initiative.

Director of International Affairs, Dr Mahlangu, 
proudly mentioned that the University current-
ly has 1300 international students, which is ap-
proximately 10% of the university population. 
This is expected to rise by a further 15% in the 
next few years. Dr Mahangu also alluded to Min-
ister Gigaba’s recently approved policy of in-
ternational students being granted permanent 
South African residency as a move in the right 
direction as this would improve the skills needed 
to boost the country’s economy.

The University of Fort Hare has strongly posi-
tioned itself as a non-racial and non-discrimina-
tory institute, in a sense that all international 
students should know that they are protected 
by the University’s policies, and by the overar-
ching human rights as well as the law. Prof. Obi, 
the deputy vice chancellor: academic affairs also 
attended the function as he also was an inter-
national student at a point in his life. He strong-

ly pointed out that we need to be proud of our 
African identity as we cannot mention UFH with-
out recognising the stupendous political lead-
ership the University has produced as some of 
its students have gone to become heads of state 
in their respective countries of origin. Prof Obi 
also highlighted the current developments that 
are underway in the institution which include the 
fact that the University Council has approved a 
school of Vetenary Sciences.

There are also discussions around launching en-
gineering programmes, electrical engineering in 
east London and agricultural engineering in Al-
ice. Students were also given some words of wis-
dom by the deputy vice-chancellor when he said 
that students, when they leave home, should 
know what they came to do in this country, re-
spect the culture of the people, and acquire the 
qualification so that they go home to better their 
families and their communities. 

Various departments were represented including 
the Postgraduate office, Institutional Advance-
ment, the Library, the Student Representative 
Council and a spokesperson from the medical 
aid schemes. The event was an enjoyable one as 
students helped themselves to the sandwiches, 
tea and coffee with a band that surprisingly en-
tertained the crowd; and the function one would 
say was a success. 

INTERNATIONAL 
STUDENT’S 
OPEN DAY
BY: QHAMA NOVEVE Prof. L Obi
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The ABSA “Ready-to-Work” Programme was held 
at the University of Fort Hare on the 13th of April 
2016. As part of its Corporate Social Responsi-
bility, ABSA attends a number of Higher Educa-
tion institutions to present to final year, honours 
and masters students the necessary skills they 
require when branching out from the world of 
learning towards the world of earning.

The programme aims to rectify the issue South 
Africa is currently facing with regards to students 
not having the essential skills to apply for work, 
interact in the workplace (or any other profes-
sional setting), building their own businesses and 
even managing their finances. The programme 
offers an online curriculum that allows one to de-
velop four key skills (Work, People, Money and 
Entrepreneurial) from the comfort of one’s own 
computer, tablet or smartphone. Each module/
skill can be accessed separately, allowing the 
individual to select their own learning pathway 

depending on what is most important to him/her 
at that particular moment.Jonathon Musilah, an 
Acquisition Banker at ABSA, asserted that com-
pletion of each module acts as an informal apti-
tude certifying that an individual now holds that 
particular skill.

The success of the initiative is evident in a great 
turn-out from Fort Hare students (both East Lon-
don and Alice campuses). “The event was great. 
It is certainly beneficial to all students hoping to 
gain the necessary skills for the workplace and 
even entrepreneurial skills”, said Maxwell Siban-
da, a Masters of Commerce student. 
“The free airtime doesn’t hurt either”, he added 
shyly. Students who were unable to attend the 
event may not receive free airtime, but are still 
able to register for the modules, complete the 
course, and take on the world. 
How? Visit absa.co.za/readytowork. 

BY: TAMARA TUTU

SUCCESS IS A CLICK AWAY WITH THE 
ABSA READy-tO-WORK PROgRAMME
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The minister of higher education, Blade Nzimande, 
and his police counterpart, Nkosinathi Nhleko, re-
leased a statement on the 29th of February 2016, 
condemning the destruction of property at our in-
stitutions, following the recent protests across the 
country. 2015-2016, witnessed the ‘awakeness’ of 
the South African youth onto the higher education 
terrain. Students took to the streets to protests 
about various concerns. The demonstrations cast a 
spotlight on higher education, funding and access. 
Although the focus of the demonstrations was on fee 
increment for 2016, a number of factors formed such 
as inadequate funding for disadvantaged students, 
and the excluded ‘middle- class’ students, the rising 
cost of education, infrastructure, to the idea of ‘free 
education’, decolonization and transformation of 
higher education sector. Notably, the conditions that 
South African universities face portray the domina-

tion of neo-liberalism and globalization. Thus, a pro-
gramme for the transformation of higher education 
runs counter to neo-liberal principles. Du Toit, has 
noted ‘that the enemy’ in the forms of colonial and 
racial discourses “has been within the gates all the 
time”, and argued that they were significant threats 
to the flowering of ideas, discourse, discovery, and 
scholarship (2000:103). The response to the student 
protests movements at UCT, Rhodes, Stellenbosch, 
UPE and UFS were not surprising and no less disturb-
ing. These movements resulted in the exchange of 
racist remarks, patronizing comments about the ben-
efits of colonialism, and generally avoidance of real 
issues.Could the 2015- 2016 protests be the manifes-
tation of what Stuart Hall terms, ‘organic crises’? By 
organic crises Stuart Hall warns us in the Notebooks, 
“that a crises is not an immediate event but a pro-
cess: it can last for a long time, and can be differently 

Student protests (2015-2016) - a shift in 
South Africa’s political framework? 

BY: APHIWE NTLEMEZA 
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STUDENT PROTESTS: FLEET STREET, QUIGNEY. EAST LONDON OCTOBER 2015
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STUDENT PROTESTS: UNIVERSITY OF WITWATERSRAND. JHB, OCTOBER 2015

resolved: by restoration, by reconstruction or by pas-
sive transformation”. Frankly, the student protests 
came as no surprise. More than two decades have 
passed since the advent of democracy and change 
in higher education appears to be stuttering. One of 
the most profound and moving placards displayed 
during the student protests had to be, 

“our parents were sold dreams in 1994. We are just 
here for the refund.” Somehow, the students felt as 
if the ruling party is exercising dominance over their 
own kind. One would have expected an immediate 
response from the Minister of Higher Education 
and Training, Blade Nzimande and government as 
a whole. The silence by our ruling party ‘possibly’ 
resulted and fueled violent protests. Consequent-
ly, Zuma’s response to ‘the zero-increase’ call was 
clearly a panicked, strategic response.

One has to wonder, what the Ministers mean by, the 
statements made on the 29th of February 2016, that: 
“however in instances of criminality our law enforce-
ment agencies must intervene firmly without fear or 
fear”, in their shared statement. To some it may ap-

pear that both ministers are promoting and justifying 
police brutality. Critics argued that police brutality 
symbolized what the 1976 class suffered from under 
the Apartheid system, hence controversial headlines 
such as “1976 RELOADED”, by the daily dispatch.

There was something distinctive and dramatic about 
the 2015- 2016-student protests in comparison to 
the 1976 uprising, even though our Government 
would fail to admit such. During the SONA (2016), we 
saw our President, acknowledging the class of 1976, 
marginalizing and neglecting the courage and resil-
ience of the 2015 class, which went against his entire 
leadership and governance? 

To imagine South Africa as a ‘rainbow nation’ after 
the 2015- 2016 protest is a fallacy. The protests were 
a dramatic reminder to South Africans, that there is 
still unfinished business, that there can be no rec-
onciliation without justice and reparations for past 
injustices. Could it be that the unrests caused by the 
class of 2015 have resulted in a political shit in South 
Africa? The upcoming local government elections will 
be very insightful in answering this question.
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OF FORT HARE

The University of Fort Hare has produced many 
leaders in the past both in the continent and lo-
cally and it appears the University will continue 
producing great minds in the next 100 years.
Mr. Misheck, T. Mugabe, a postgraduate student 
in business management, was elected on the 4th 
of April’16 as the treasurer general of the South 
African union of students (SAUS). SAUS is the 
federation of all SRC’s in the Country. 

The SAUS conference was set from the 29th to 
the 04th of April 2016 at Birchwood Hotel in 
Boksburg, Johannesburg. The conference con-
sisted of all SRC members from 26 universities 
across the country, who gathered to discuss is-
sues affecting students in the Higher Education 
sector, and to elect new leadership.

All SRC’s members from various organizations, 
such as Pasma, SASCO, DASO, and SCO were 
present at the national conference, in which 
most discussions were centred around issues 
of funding, residences, transformation, and stu-
dent activism. Mugabe, an international student 
originally from Zimbabwe is an experienced stu-
dent leader, who was once a SRC president and 

council member at the Walter Sisulu University in 
recent years. He is the first student to represent 
UFH in the top 5 officials of SAUS. When asked 
to comment about his election, Mugabe said, “I 
am very proud that whilst my university is cel-
ebrating 100 years of existence it continues to 
produce leaders like myself to lead at a national 
level”.
SAUS represents all students in South Africa and 
UFH students will now have someone to repre-
sent them and directly liaise with the Department 
of Higher Education about direct issues affecting 
them.  Zimasa Mhlana, who is also the current 
SRC member at UFH, was also elected as an ad-
ditional member in the 18-member SAUS national 
executive committee. 

BY: APHIWE ZIYANDA NTLEMEZA

ANOTHER MUGABE WITHIN 
OUR RANKS …
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OF FORT HARE

The University of Fort Hare once again shined at 
the 7th Global forum of the United Nations Alli-
ance of Civilizations (UNAOC) held in Baku, Azer-
baijan from 25 to 27 April 2016, with Mr Lizwi 
Njani, a Fort Hare alumnus, being nominated to 
attend this auspicious event. 

The Alliance of Civilizations is a United Nations 
political initiative of the Secretary-General, es-
tablished in 2005 by former Secretary-General 
Kofi Annan, with the co-sponsorship of the Prime 
Ministers of Spain and Turkey. Its primary mission 
is to forge collective political will and to mobilize 
concerted action aimed at improving cross-cul-
tural understanding and cooperation among 
countries, societies and communities. The Alli-
ance develops its actions at both governmental 
and civil society levels and also works to counter 
forces that fuel division and fanaticism. 

Lizwi Njani who holds an Information Systems 
(Honours) Degree from Fort Hare University and 
works as an IT Developer intern at the South 
African Sugarcane Research Institute (SASRI), 

co-founded Umthombo Wekamva, a non-govern-
mental organisation whose primary focus is to 
improve marginalised rural communities. 

Having his roots in the rural areas of Mantusi-
ni, Port St Johns, where he was born and raised, 
Lizwi Njani and associates were motivated by 
challenges such as illiteracy, HIV/AIDS, poverty, 
high rate of unwanted pregnancies, rape, wom-
en oppression, few university graduates among 
other socio-political issues that they observed in 
rural communities, to establish an organisation 
that educates rural residents and engage young 
people with the aim of positively change their at-
titude towards education. 

Lizwi Njani was among the 150 young intellectu-
als selected by UNAOC the world over, to con-
tribute to talks around this year’s theme, “Living 
Together in inclusive societies: a challenge and 
a goal”.

EDUCATED TO EDUCATE
BY PATIENCE NKALA


